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After losing a job, boyfriend, and apartment all within one kick-me-when-I'm-down week, Alice Lewis
desperately needs a break. So when an old pal sweeps into London and offers her escape, Alice jumps at the
chance--and onto the next plane to Los Angeles, the city of . . . yeah, right.

L.A. turns out to be a little less "angelic" than the down-to-earth English girl anticipated. For one, there's the
new nine-to-five: the unbelievably glamorous, frenzied chore of coddling (doing PR for) the stars--not to
mention the bevy of gorgeous, stick-thin models who suddenly appear in Alice's orbit and the
suntan/convertible lifestyle that taunts her pasty-white self (starting with her thighs). And just when she
thinks her new life couldn't get any more surreal, Alice acquires that most American of accessories: her very
own stalker.

While the B-list actresses grumble how unfair it is that Alice gets a stalker and they don't, Alice tries to
figure out who the mystery man leaving her poems and flowers could be. Is it Charlie, the slick but twisted
talent agent? Or Paddy, the hot Irish director who has eyes for any breathing woman? Or maybe it's Tommy,
the unbelievably beautiful and totally wasted movie star? Because if truth be told, Alice doesn't think it's all
that strange, this stalker business. In fact, she's pretty sure it's downright romantic . . .

From the Trade Paperback edition.
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From reader reviews:

Mildred Miller:

Now a day individuals who Living in the era everywhere everything reachable by match the internet and the
resources inside it can be true or not call for people to be aware of each info they get. How individuals to be
smart in acquiring any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Reading through a
book can help persons out of this uncertainty Information mainly this Catching Alice book as this book
offers you rich facts and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred % guarantees there is no doubt
in it you know.

Ben Hernandez:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to opt for book like
comic, brief story and the biggest the first is novel. Now, why not trying Catching Alice that give your
enjoyment preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can
be said as the way for people to know world better then how they react toward the world. It can't be said
constantly that reading habit only for the geeky man but for all of you who wants to end up being success
person. So , for every you who want to start examining as your good habit, it is possible to pick Catching
Alice become your own starter.

Avery Thomas:

You can get this Catching Alice by look at the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it can to be
your solve difficulty if you get difficulties to your knowledge. Kinds of this reserve are various. Not only
simply by written or printed but also can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern era similar to
now, you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose
your current ways to get more information about your guide. It is most important to arrange yourself to make
your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose proper ways for you.

Donald Fujita:

That guide can make you to feel relax. This specific book Catching Alice was colorful and of course has
pictures on there. As we know that book Catching Alice has many kinds or style. Start from kids until
teenagers. For example Naruto or Detective Conan you can read and believe that you are the character on
there. Therefore , not at all of book are make you bored, any it makes you feel happy, fun and chill out. Try
to choose the best book to suit your needs and try to like reading that.
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